CARTER-RYAN GALLERY

LIVE THEATRE AT THE HISTORIC CRAG CABIN ALL SUMMER

Beginning June 2018, The Carter-Ryan Playhouse offers nightly musical theatre performances in the incredible Crag Cabin, one of the oldest original structures in Banff National Park, located at 229 Bear Street.

Built in 1890, this cabin is the perfect intimate theatre setting for family friendly shows such as Canada The Musical, The Wardens, Mavericks of the Mountains and a brand new puppet show. Performance play through December 2018.

Please visit www.banfflivetheatre.com for performance schedule and tickets.

LAKE LOUISE SUMMER GONDOLA

Located in Banff National Park, the Lake Louise Sightseeing Gondola & Wildlife Interpretive Centre provides an incredible way to see the spectacular views and local wildlife in their natural habitat. Lake Louise is one of the best places to view Grizzly Bears with almost daily sightings on the resort.

From 2088m (6850ft), the spectacular scenery is yours to explore at will. There are Guided Interpretive Hikes for the adventurous, or equally lovely short leisurely walks for those with more modest exercise goals. Experience the ride and dine packages, to combine the breathtaking views with delicious mountain inspired dishes.

PARKS CANADA

CAVE AND BASIN

Experience nature, culture and history just minutes from Banff Avenue. Impressive architecture, bubbling mineral waters, and an accessible underground cave that gave rise to a huge idea, the birthplace of Canada’s national parks — one of Canada’s most treasured icons.

Enhance your visit and take the Discovery Tour — a Canadian Signature Experience or one of the many other tours on offer.

PARKS CANADA - COMMERCIAL GROUP FEES

Did you know Parks Canada offers commercial rates for groups? Ask about F.I.T. discounts or group volume discounts ranging from an additional 5 to 15%. Contact: Anne Frick, anne.frick@pc.gc.ca

ROCKY MOUNTAINEER

Rocky Mountaineer has released four new vacation packages for 2019, allowing clients to explore more of the Canadian Rockies by helicopter, on foot or via rental car.

The additions include seven-day self-drive packages from First Passage to Canmore, the West Kananaskis or West Sunshine Village, each including accommodation, car hire and two days aboard the Rocky Mountaineer train.

The 10-day Journey through the Clouds Mountain Adventures package features three nights at the CMH Cariboos lodge, with guests arriving and departing via helicopter, along with two and a half days of guided Heli-hiking and two days on the train.
BANFF SUNSHINE

SKI WEEK - SKI MEMORIES FOR A LIFETIME

Treat your family to a ski-in, ski-out vacation like no other at Sunshine Village. Spend five days and five unforgettable nights at the iconic slope-side Sunshine Mountain Lodge. Included in the package is four days of 2-hour ski lessons, lift tickets, hotel room, welcome reception, wine and cheese night and more.

SUNSHINE MOUNTAIN LODGE OPENS SUMMER 2018

At 7,000 feet above ordinary, the Sunshine Mountain Lodge, located in the heart of the Canadian Rockies, will re-open again in the summer of 2018. Enjoy gondola and chairlift accessed sightseeing and explore the famous Sunshine Meadows hiking trails before retreating back to our 4-star luxury hotel. Book your summer 2018 stay today by visiting skibanff.com

HOP ON BANFF

HopOnBanff gives visitors the freedom to explore Banff National Park at their own pace with a ride in a nostalgic, American-style yellow school bus to visit the Park’s best sights. A day ticket lets them breeze past the traffic and car parks to reach Johnston Canyon, Lake Louise and Moraine Lake, with some expert knowledge and local secrets from onboard hosts.

Each ticket gives them a guaranteed seat on any bus at any time from any location. No lines or waiting for the next bus! The buses ride along the Bow Valley Parkway for a journey framed by the spectacular landscape of snow-capped mountains. Early departures can increase chances of seeing Banff’s wildlife. Operational late-May to early-October annually.

FAIRMONT BANFF SPRINGS

STANLEY THOMPSON WING RENOVATION

The Stanley Thompson Wing is currently undergoing an exciting renovation and re-branding project. The product will be refreshed with new carpets and vinyl, new furniture and electrical fireplaces in some rooms. This wing is now known as ‘The Gatehouse’. These renovations will be fully completed by the end of Q1.

FURTHER ROOM UPDATES

Our total room count is going from 764 rooms to 757 rooms. We are removing 7 rooms from our inventory in order to build out five new one-bedroom suites. Additionally we are creating Signature Suite rooms on the 6th floor and our Stanley Thompson Deluxe rooms in the Conference Centre will be rebranded to Deluxe Rooms (Deluxe Rooms will now be located throughout the resort, as opposed to just being solely located in the main building of the hotel). Finally the Vice Regal Suite has been renamed the Gallery Suite.

FAIRMONT CHATEAU LAKE LOUISE

NEW WELLNESS ROOMS

We have recently renovated two of our function/meeting rooms and turned them into fully functioning Wellness Rooms. The Agnes Room and Louise Room, both located on the first floor of the Barott Wing by the Victoria Ballroom, have undergone extensive refurbishment including hardwood floors, lighting, wallpaper and ceiling designs. The new flooring has been specifically designed to have minimum impact on the body, as these new rooms will be utilized for all things Wellness, from Yoga sessions to intensive fitness classes.

2018 WELLNESS RETREATS

Our wellness and meditation retreats will help you de-stress and reconnect with yourself, while the serene nature of the Canadian Rockies will restore you. Our 2018 season is guaranteed to our best season yet as we have partnered with some of the Wellness industry’s thought leaders. From Yoga Masters to leading creativity coaches; from mind-body medical doctors to Zen Masters & award-winning wellness authors, our experts will free your creativity, guide you toward greater balance & teach you to live in the moment.

WHYTE MUSEUM OF THE CANADIAN ROCKIES

NEW EXTENDED HERITAGE HOMES VISITS

NEW for 2018! This extended drop-in Heritage Home experience includes the home of Peter and Catharine Robb Whyte, the Museum’s founders, world travellers and visual artists; the home of Philip and Pearl (Brewster) Moore, collectors and community leaders; and a tour around the Museum’s grounds and cabins. Daily June 1 to August 31, 45 min tour at 11 AM and 1 PM $10 per person with Museum Admission
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